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About This Content

Overview

Shovel Knight from Shovel Knight: Treasure Trove joins the Rivals of Aether roster! In a collaboration between Dan Fornace
LLC and Yacht Club Games, Shovel Knight has been recreated in slightly larger but still gorgeous pixel art to compete against

the other Rivals. This DLC pack comes Shovel Knight and the Troupple Pond stage.
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Rival

Shovel Knight has learned a lot during his titular adventures and he brings those skills with him to Rivals of Aether. Shovel
Knight swings, digs and shovel drops his way through the Rivals roster. He does it all while collecting treasure which he can use

to purchase upgrades to give him the upper hand on the battlefield.

TREASURE HUNTER – Shovel Knight’s attacks knock coins and gems out of his opponents. He can collect these to
increase his treasure. By taunting, he summons Chester and can use his treasure to purchase either Relics or Armors to
improve his fighting ability.

SHOVEL DROP – Shovel Knight’s signature ability is his Down Air in Rivals of Aether. With this attack he can strike
his opponents from above and bounce off their heads. Hold the attack button to keep the Shovel beneath him. He can
also bounce off objects and projectiles!

EXPERT FISHERMAN – Shovel Knight’s down special is the Fishing Rod. Use it off the side of the stage to fish up
some treasure. Time it correctly and fish up a Treasure Rock, but time it perfectly and get a Golden Fish.

Stage

The new Troupple Pond stage comes with both a casual Aether version and competitive Basic version. On the Aether version,
players will have to be aware of the Troupple King as he dances in the background. Look out for the Troupple that join in the
dance or knock them toward enemies to turn the tide of the battle. Competitive players can play on the Basic version for a fair

fight while enjoying some great music inspired by Shovel Knight: Treasure Trove.
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Title: Rivals of Aether: Shovel Knight
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Dan Fornace
Publisher:
Dan Fornace
Franchise:
Rivals of Aether
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1.2GHz processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX Compatible graphics card with at least 32MB of video memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,Japanese
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\u201cThe Painted Tower\u201d (actually the first part in the \u201cDrawn\u201d series) is a lovely puzzle-adventure with a
grimdark fairy-tale feel. It takes place inside a cursed tower, with paintings that lead to other worlds, and your goal is to get to
the very top and save the princess (who has a unique talent to create living things from drawings) from an evil king. Graphics
are well made, and the music is good to listen to; voice acting is few but technically well done. Puzzles are not too difficult, so
even the beginners should have no trouble with them. Gameplay is relatively short, but at least with diverse achievements there
is some replayability. Overall a good adventure which I can recommend.. personally my favorite map in this game. it ♥♥♥♥ing
sucks. Fantastic game. Great soundtrack and a challenging puzzler. Easy to play but hard to control your greed. Definitely one of
the most rewarding games I've played. It's simple, balanced, fun and has a lot of replay value.. If you played The Fruit of
Grisaia, then bought the Michiru spin-off, don't expect to bawl your eyes out like many others have. This is a much more light
hearted game. If you liked the long common route or part 1 of the spin off (assuming you are reading this because you are
wondering to buy part 2 after finishing part 1), then you will enjoy this for it's little skits and not so serious story.

Even though this is a spin-off, some of the characters from the sequal of the main series show up, but knowing who they are is
what all really matters, so it's not a terribly huge spoiler alert. Watching all of the anime adaptations should be more than
enough.

Like The Fruit of Grisaia, you have the choice of either choosing to go windowed mode, which you can't customize, or full
screen. I would rather have the windowed mode to be the same size as in Grisaia and not the overly huge screen that has little
difference form full screen.

Pressing F12 (default minimize and screenshot button) and then another regular key still makes your game take a screenshot
until you restart the game.
Michiruisbestgirl\/10. This Game does not have good puzzle Design there is no Great eureka Moment for As Far as I went Its A
tedious Slog Of a Game For People Who like That, The Art style Is nice but it gets In the Way of The puzzle, The Game is
simply Find an obscure object and use it, It Feels Like A chore To play and I do not Recommend it. - Physics doesn't feel
corrent and precise, sometimes blocks bump into other blocks that are not visualy in the way
- The way of counting remaining seconds as points on only so few levels forces you to replay each level until you reach the best
possible score, which felt like grind on the weird physics
- No level selection screen and no saving force you to play it in one go, as you always restart on level 1

Really, get Zup! instead, gives significantly more fun and playtime for a similar price.. Got it for the obsidian walker and was
not disappointed.. The game shows great potententiol. Except that one tutorial is short and brief doesnt teach very well and i
have a 500GB PC and it lags. Also you cant hardly change class or weapon. Other than that good game worth the price!
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its a simple gamemaker game that looks like little effort was put into the following:

-movement
-story
-replayability
-basically anything else

Im not saying that I dislike gamemaker games, i just find this one to be the simplist possible game to make in gamemaker
whatsoever.. 1 Moment Of Time: Silentville - good game in style Hidden objects.
In this game we have to solve the mystery of missing residents Silentville.
Interesting puzzle,a good story,nice sound,good graphics,low price.
Fans of this genre, this game certainly will like.. It's alright. I've been following this game for like 4 weeks and its maybe a little
less good than I expected, but its not bad.

+I like the humor (id take this point with a grain of salt though, if you didnt like the jokes in the trailer, then this might not be
something youd like)
+It controls pretty well, feels like cave story
+Compared to other indie steam platformers, the visuals and music are pretty damn good.

-I cant tell if things are glitching on accident or on purpose. the first level boss got stuck under the floor halfway through the
fight, but i could still hit it and it could still hit me, so I have no clue. geometry seems weirdly sparse at points and sometimes
enemies and background elements float. in any other game this would be a big negative but it kinda jives with the feel of the
game so it isnt quite as bad.
-Good god it has serious slowdown problems, if the dev reads any of this, please read this one criticism. my game slows down to
about 5 frames a second during the first bosses second phase just due to how many particle effects there were. even if the
slowdown is intentional, it sucks.

All in all its pretty fun, but I'd wait a day or two to see if the dev patches the slowdown problem.. A lot of potential here. This
game is much more playable than the golf club VR. This visuals are not quite up to Golf Club VR but they are still pretty nice. I
really like the practice options. The video display of the ball in flight is a really nice feature. I definitely recommend this to
anyone who is frustrated with how hard Golf Club VR is.. Yes! Wing commander meets anime style cutscenes. So frickin fun.
You guys could make 10 more of these and i will buy them all!. Game is ok for its price. Got all achievements within 10 hours,
nothing more to squeeze out of it.

Pro's:

- nice graphics
- heroes involved on battlefied
- price

Con's:

- short-lived, 24 levels done in ~10 mins each, double that if you do levels a second time in hard mode after finishing normal
- too easy (only very few levels required several tries)
- not all too much variety in units. This game is filled to the brim with potential, it has a very detailed genetics system, and the
overall gameplay is not too bad.
If i have to name what i dislike the most about it, it would probably be the endless grind for items to feed and nurture your
beetles with. But that's individual, and i can see some players not having any problem with it. Hopefully, this game keeps getting
updated and eventually releases as a fully fledged game.
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